1 Make sure you’re a Cascadia student because you can’t take Learning Communities just any old place.

2 Get straight about what a Learning Community is: a combination of two seemingly unrelated courses that allows you to discover connections across disciplines. Two teachers. Ten credits. Multiple dimensions of learning.

3 Find out what Learning Communities are being offered next quarter. You can do this by going to the next page.

4 Log on to Cascadia’s web site (http://www.cascadia.edu) or visit Kodiak Corner to register for a Learning Community.

5 Congratulate yourself. You are about to experience a whole new way of thinking and learning. Continue to the next page.
Learning Communities pair two courses that are team-taught by two instructors. Students are automatically enrolled in both courses. Instruction, coursework, and assignments develop disciplinary skills and interconnections between the disciplines.

The Myths of Globalization

Jessica Ketcham Weber and Jesus Perez	TOTAL 10 credits

Sec LC1	MW
8:45AM-1:05PM

CKR, GS, H - This class is an introductory exploration into globalization: its histories, its controversies, its representations, and its manifestation as a contemporary and contested lived reality. Students will examine their own cultural and political identities, identify arguments for and critiques of globalization, and analyze narratives of globalization's effect on local and specific communities. Students will explore the ways that language and ideology impact their understanding of globalization and will produce writing that captures their experiences and responses to their environment. Topics include: consumer culture, immigration, media representation of social movements, the suburbs and the city, and the mass production of food.

Prerequisite(s): Completion of ENGL&101 with a grade of 2.0 or higher.

Item 2740	ENGL& 102	Composition II
and
Item 3180	GS 150	Globalization, Culture and Identify